Attention Students and Families
This packet is designed to be used only if there is not consistent
access to technology to complete work online. If a student can
interact with Google Classroom, this packet does not take the
place of those assignments and it is not a requirement to be
completed in addition to Google Classroom work assigned by
teachers.
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English
Teachers can tell you the pages that your child should complete each week. Your child should
complete only the pages that they can. These packets will not be collected. Please contact your
child’s teacher if you have questions or would like help.
Spanish
Los maestros pueden decirle las páginas que su hijo debe completar cada semana. Su hijo solo
debe completar las páginas que pueda. Estos paquetes no serán recolectados. Comuníquese
con el maestro de su hijo si tiene preguntas o desea ayuda.
Russian
Учителя могут рассказать вам страницы, которые ваш ребенок должен заполнять каждую
неделю. Ваш ребенок должен заполнять только те страницы, которые он может. Эти
пакеты не будут собраны. Пожалуйста, свяжитесь с учителем вашего ребенка, если у вас
есть вопросы или вы хотели бы помочь.
Vietnamese
Giáo viên có thể cho bạn biết các trang mà con bạn nên hoàn thành mỗi tuần. Con bạn chỉ nên
hoàn thành những trang mà chúng có thể. Những gói này sẽ không được thu thập. Vui lòng liên
hệ với giáo viên dạy con của bạn nếu bạn có thắc mắc hoặc muốn được giúp đỡ.
Arabic
 ﻟﻦ ﯾﺘﻢ ﺟﻤﻊ. ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﯾﻜﻤﻞ ﻃﻔﻠﻚ اﻟﺼﻔﺤﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻤﻜﻨﻬﻬﺎ ﻓﻘﻂ.ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﻟﻠﻤﻌﻠﻤﯿﻦ إﺧﺒﺎرك ﺑﺎﻟﺼﻔﺤﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﺠﺐ أن ﯾﻜﻤﻠﻬﺎ ﻃﻔﻠﻚ ﻛﻞ أﺳﺒﻮع
. ﯾﺮﺟﻰ اﻻﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﻤﻌﻠﻢ ﻃﻔﻠﻚ إذا ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻟﺪﯾﻚ أﺳﺌﻠﺔ أو ﺗﺮﯾﺪ اﻟﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة.ﻫﺬه اﻟﺤﺰم
Ukranian
Вчителі можуть розповісти вам сторінки, які ваша дитина повинна завершувати щотижня.
Ваша дитина повинна заповнити лише ті сторінки, які вона може. Ці пакети не
збиратимуться. Якщо у вас є питання або хочете допомогти, зв’яжіться зі вчителем вашої
дитини.
Chinese
老师可以告诉您您的孩子每周应完成的页面。您的孩子应该只填写他们能完成的页面。这些数据
包将不会被收集。如有疑问或需要帮助，请与您孩子的老师联系。
Romanian
Profesorii îți pot spune paginile pe care copilul tău ar trebui să le completeze în fiecare
săptămână. Copilul tău ar trebui să completeze doar paginile pe care le poate. Aceste pachete
nu vor fi colectate. Vă rugăm să contactați profesorul copilului dvs. dacă aveți întrebări sau doriți
ajutor.

Somali
Macallimiintu waxay kuu sheegi karaan boggaga ay tahay inuu ilmahaagu dhammaystiro
toddobaad kasta. Ilmahaagu waa inuu dhammaystiro oo keliya bogagga ay awoodaan.
Xirmooyinkan lama ururin doono. Fadlan la xiriir macallinka cunuggaaga haddii aad wax su'aalo
ah qabtid ama aad jeclaan lahayd caawimaad.
Hmong
Cov kws qhia tuaj yeem tuaj yeem qhia koj cov nplooj ntawv uas koj tus menyuam yuav tsum ua
tiav txhua lub lim tiam. Koj tus menyuam yuav tsum tau ua kom tiav cov nplooj ntawv uas lawv
muaj peev xwm ua tau. Cov pob no yuav tsis sau. Thov hu rau koj tus menyuam tus xibfwb yog
tias koj muaj lus nug lossis xav tau kev pab.
Nepali
श कह ले तपा लाई प ृ ठह बताउन स छन ् जन
तपा को
ु तपा को ब चाले येक ह तामा परू ा गनपदछ।
ु
ब चाले उनीह ले गन स ने प ृ ठह मा पण
ू गनु पछ। यी याकेटह स be◌्कलन ग रने छै न। कृपया तपा को
ब चाको श कलाई स पक गनहोस
य
द
तपा
सँग नह छन ् वा म दत चाहनह
्
ु
ु ु छ भने।
Burmese
သငက လ ကအပတတင ဖညစကသငသညစ မ က မ ကဆရ မ က ပ ပ ငသည။
သင၏က လ သညသတတတ င သ စ မ က မ ကသ ဖညစကသငသည။ ဒ packets
တကစ ဆ င မ မဟတပ ဘ
သငတင မ ခန မ ရပ ကသမဟတအကအညလပ ကသငက လ ၏ဆရ ကဆကသယပ ။

Amharic
ልጅዎ በየሳምንቱ መሙላት ያለባቸውን ገጾች መምህራን ሊነግሩዎት ይችላሉ። ልጅዎ መቻል የሚችሏቸውን ገጾች
ብቻ መሙላት አለበት ፡፡ እነዚህ ፓኬጆች አይሰበሰቡም ፡፡ እባክዎ ጥያቄዎች ካሉዎት ወይም እገዛ ከፈለጉ የልጅዎን
መምህር ያነጋግሩ።

2nd Word Work 5/26-5/29
Learning Focus: Unit 29 Prefix disBase Word - the smallest part of a word. (ex: like = base word)
Prefix - a group of letters that appear at the front of a word, that change the meaning of the base word (disis a common prefix)
● Example: dislike (dis= prefix, like=base word)

Monday - NO SCHOOL - Memorial Day

Tuesday
1. Frieze Card - One at a time, read the base words in the first section. Then read the matching words
with the dis- prefix. *Fun Fact: The prefix dis- means ‘not or non’. For example, ‘dislike’ means ‘to not
like something’.
2. Reading Passage - Bobby’s Darts - Highlight, underline, or circle words you find with the prefix dis-.

Wednesday
1. Read Bobby’s Darts passage from yesterday.
2. Take Home Activity: Re, Dis, Un Fill in the Blanks

Thursday
1. Reading Passage - Discover Words - Highlight, underline, or circle words you find with the prefix dis-.
2. Read the Discover Words passage aloud.

Friday
1. Review dis- Frieze Cards.
2. Spelling Peer Check - Find someone who can pick 9 words off the Frieze Cards, and use them to give
you a spelling check.

Unit 29 BLM 10 Prefix dis- Frieze Card

© 2012 Benchmark Education Company

Bobby’s family disapproved of his
hobby of dart throwing. His darts caused

____ 5
____ 12

his sisters great discomfort. They would run away

____ 20

whenever he practiced. He disturbed his mom as

____ 28

well by knocking over her best potted plant. Finally,

____ 37

his mom said, “From now on throwing darts inside

____ 46

is disallowed. It is too risky.” She gave him a huge

____ 57

bull’s-eye to practice on and sent him outside.

____ 65

Not being one to disobey his mom’s wishes, Bobby

____ 74

did as he was told. His first throws missed by a mile,

____ 86

and he was disgusted with his aim. But Bobby did

____ 96

Unit 29 BLM 3

not get discouraged. He kept

____ 101

practicing until he could hit

____ 106

the middle of the target each

____ 112

time. Before long, Bobby

____ 116

became a dart-throwing

____ 119

champ, and his family was

____ 124

very proud of him.

____ 128

© 2012 Benchmark Education Company

Reading Passage 1

Bobby’s Darts

Re, Dis, or Un
1. Tim had his paintings on ___play.
2. Emma was very ___happy when her ice cream cone fell.
3. They ___built their house after the fire.
4. Cory was ___afraid when she saw the big dog.
5. The children ___appeared when it was time to do their chores.
6. However, they ___appeared when it was time for movies and
popcorn!
7. ___plug your phone if you don’t want anyone to call you.
8. Jake had to ___make his bed after jumping on it.
9. Cheating on a test is very ___honest. Your parents would be
___appointed!
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Parent Directions: Have your child fill in the blanks with the prefix un-, re-, or dis-. Then have him or her write
sentences using words with each of the three prefixes (one prefix per sentence) on the lines provided.
Unit 29 BLM 11
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Take-Home Activity

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________

Many of our words come from distant places. For
example, shish kabob comes from Turkey and means
“meat chunks cooked on a skewer.”
Some words come from names. You may have a Teddy
bear that you love, even if it has become old and
discolored. Did you know Teddy bears are named after
President Teddy Roosevelt?
If you heard people from long ago speaking, you might
disbelieve what you hear. Many words have changed or
been displaced by new ones. For example, long ago,
people used to say mislike when they didn’t like
something. But this word has disappeared and now
people say dislike instead.
Try to discover where words come from.
You won’t be disappointed. Words
have interesting stories.

Unit 29 BLM 5

© 2012 Benchmark Education Company

Reading Passage 3

Discover Words

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________

Spelling Peer Check

Spelling Peer Check
First Try

Second Try
(if needed)

Correct Spelling

1. ________

1. ________

1. ________

2. ________

2. ________

2. ________

3. ________

3. ________

3. ________

4. ________

4. ________

4. ________

5. ________

5. ________

5. ________

6. ________

6. ________

6. ________

7. ________

7. ________

7. ________

8. ________

8. ________

8. ________

9. ________

9. ________

9. ________

Teacher Directions: Have student pairs cut the list from the rest of the page. One student reads from the list
while the other spells the words in the column.
© 2012 Benchmark Education Company
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Answer Key: Week of 5/26-5/29

Lesson 12 Problem Set 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

1. Tracy solved the problem 299 + 399 four different ways.

hundreds

tens

ones

Explain which strategy is most efficient for Tracy to use and why.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Lesson 12:

Choose and explain solution strategies and record with a written
addition method.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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Lesson 12 Problem Set 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

2. Choose the best strategy and solve. Explain why you chose that strategy.
a. 221 + 498

Explanation:
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

b. 467 + 200

Explanation:
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

c. 378 + 464

Explanation:
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Lesson 12:

Choose and explain solution strategies and record with a written
addition method.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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GRADE 2 | MODULE 5 | TOPIC C | LESSONS 13–18

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW
During the next week, our math class will focus on subtracting two- and threedigit numbers up to 1,000. We will continue working with place value disks
and chip model drawings to model and solve subtraction problems requiring
unbundling, or decomposing, tens and hundreds. We will use these models side
by side with the vertical form. We will notice that when modeling subtraction,
we draw or create only the total since the part being subtracted is taken from the
total. When using vertical form, we will draw a magnifying glass around the total
to help us “look closer” to see whether we have enough ones or tens to subtract.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪

Use a place value chart, place value disks, or the chip model to model and solve three-digit subtraction
problems in vertical form.

▪

Recognize when mental math is more efficient, and use it to solve three-digit subtraction problems. For
example, mental math is more efficient to solve 445 – 135, because it is easy to subtract like units without
renaming: 4 hundreds – 1 hundred = 3 hundreds; 4 tens – 3 tens = 1 ten; 5 ones – 5 ones = 0 ones.

▪

Explain the relationship between addition and subtraction, and use addition to check subtraction solutions.
(See Sample Problem.)

▪

Choose a strategy to solve, such as the arrow way and counting on, and explain why it is most efficient.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 14)

If 584 – 147 = 437, then 437 + 147 = 584. Explain why this statement is true by using numbers, pictures, or
words.

I can prove that the statement is true with a chip model. The parts, 437 and 147, are inside the whole,
584. When I add the parts, they equal the whole.
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

EUREKA
MATH™ CONSEJOS PARA PADRES

GRADO 2 | MÓDULO 5 | TEMA C | LECCIONES 13–18

RESUMEN DE CONCEPTOS CLAVE

A lo largo de la siguiente semana, en nuestra clase de matemáticas nos
enfocaremos en restar números de dos y tres dígitos hasta el 1,000.
Seguiremos trabajando con dibujos de discos de valor posicional y del modelo
de fichas y resolveremos problemas de resta que requieran desagrupar, o
descomponer, decenas y centenas. Usaremos estos modelos junto con la
forma vertical. Nos daremos cuenta que cuando representamos una resta,
dibujamos o creamos solo el total ya que la parte que se va a restar se toma
del total. Cuando usamos la forma vertical, dibujamos una lupa alrededor del
total para “ver más de cerca” si tenemos suficientes unidades o decenas para restar.
Espere ver tareas que le pidan a su hijo/a que haga lo siguiente:
▪

Usar la tabla de valor posicional, los discos de valor posicional o el modelo de fichas y resolver
los problemas de resta de tres dígitos en forma vertical.

▪

Reconocer cuando el cálculo mental es más eficiente y usarlo para resolver problemas de resta
de tres dígitos. Por ejemplo, el cálculo mental es más eficiente para resolver 445 – 135, porque
es fácil restar unidades semejantes sin renombrar: 4 centenas – 1 centena = 3 centenas;
4 decenas – 3 decenas = 1 decena; 5 unidades – 5 unidades = 0 unidades.

▪

Explicar la relación entre suma y resta y usar la suma para comprobar la solución de la resta.
(Vea la Muestra de un problema).

▪

Elegir una estrategia para resolver el problema, como la estrategia de flechas y contar a partir
de un número dado, y explicar por qué dicha estrategia es la más eficiente.

MUESTRA DE UN PROBLEMA

(Tomado de la Lección 14)

Si 584 – 147 = 437, entonces 437 + 147 = 584. Explica por qué este enunciado es verdadero usando
números, dibujos o palabras.

Puedo comprobar que el enunciado es verdadero con el modelo de fichas. Las partes,
437 y 147, están dentro del entero, 584. Cuando sumo las partes, son iguales al entero.
Puede encontrar ejemplos adicionales de problemas con pasos de respuesta detallados en los libros de Eureka Math Homework Helpers. Obtenga más
información en GreatMinds.org.

Para obtener más recursos, visite » es.eureka.support

GRADO 2 | MÓDULO 5 | TEMA C | LECCIONES 13–18

CÓMO PUEDE AYUDAR EN CASA

▪

Cuando use la forma vertical para restar, motive a su hijo/a a que dibuje una lupa alrededor del
número entero. Esta alerta visual le recordará observar detenidamente el número entero antes
de empezar a restar. Pregúntele, “¿Estamos listos para restar? ¿O tenemos que renombrar?”.
Cuando su hijo/a desagrupa para restar, el total no cambia. Más bien, se renombra con unidades
diferentes. Por ejemplo, su hijo/a puede desagrupar 584 y renombrarlo como 5 centenas
7 decenas 14 unidades.

▪

En caso de que su hijo/a desee usar el algoritmo, anímelo a usar los modelos (p. ej., dibujos de
discos de valor posicional o el modelo de fichas) para mostrar su razonamiento. Explíquele que
esos modelos también le ayudarán a verificar su tarea.

▪

Hágale preguntas a su hijo/a mientras hace su tarea: “¿Tienes suficientes unidades en
la posición de las unidades para restar? ¿O necesitas desagrupar una decena?” “¿Tienes
suficientes decenas en la posición de las decenas?” “¿Cómo puedes obtener más decenas de la
posición de las centenas?” “¿Cómo muestras este cambio en la forma vertical?”.

VOCABULARIO

Renombrar: reagrupar las unidades de valor posicional de un número. Por ejemplo, 1 centena se
puede renombrar o reagrupar en 9 decenas 10 unidades.

Para obtener más recursos, visite
» es.eureka.support
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GRADE 2 | MODULE 5 | TOPIC C | LESSONS 13–18

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
▪

When using the vertical form to subtract, encourage your child to draw a magnifying glass around the whole.
This strong visual reminds him to look closely at the whole number before beginning to subtract. Ask, “Are
we ready to subtract, or do we need to rename?” When your child unbundles for subtraction, the total does
not change. Rather, it is renamed with different units. For example, he can unbundle 584 and rename it as 5
hundreds 7 tens 14 ones.

▪

If your child is eager to use the algorithm, encourage her to use models (e.g., place value disk drawings or the
chip model) to show her thinking. Explain that models also help her check her work.

▪

Ask your child questions as he completes his homework: “Do you have enough ones in the ones place to
subtract, or do you need to unbundle a ten?” “Do you have enough tens in the tens place?” “How can you get
more tens from the hundreds place?” “How do you show this change in vertical form?”

TERMS
Rename: To regroup the place value units of a number. For example, 1 hundred can be renamed, or regrouped,
as 9 tens 10 ones.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support

© 2016, GREAT MINDS®

Lesson 13 Problem Set 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

1. Solve using mental math.
a. 8

6 = _____

80

60 = _____

180

60 = ____

180

b. 6

3 = _____

60

30 = _____

760

30 = ____

760

59 = ____

28 = ____

2. Solve using mental math or vertical form with place value disks. Check your work
using addition.
a. 138

17 =

121

138

121

17

+ 17

121

138

c. 445

35 = _______

Lesson 13:

19 = _______

d. 445

53 = _______

Relate manipulative representations to the subtraction algorithm, and
use addition to explain why the subtraction method works.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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b. 138
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Lesson 13 Problem Set 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

e. 863

170 = _______

f. 845

152 = _______

g. 472

228 = _______

h. 418

274 = _______

j. 567

148 = _______

i. 567

184 = _______

Lesson 13:

Relate manipulative representations to the subtraction algorithm, and
use addition to explain why the subtraction method works.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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Lesson 17 Problem Set 2•5

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

1. Solve vertically or using mental math. Draw chips on the place value chart and
unbundle, if needed.
hundreds

tens

ones

247 = __________

hundreds

tens

ones

428 = __________

hundreds

tens

ones

a. 200

113 = __________

b. 400

c. 700

Lesson 17:

Subtract from multiples of 100 and from numbers with zero in the tens
place.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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Lesson 17 Problem Set 2•5

A STORY OF UNITS

d. 800

606 = __________

hundreds

tens

ones

e. 901

404 = __________

hundreds

tens

ones

2. Solve 600

367. Then, check your work using addition.

Solution:

Check:

Lesson 17:

Subtract from multiples of 100 and from numbers with zero in the tens
place.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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Lesson 18 Problem Set 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

1. Use the arrow way and counting on to solve.
a. 300

247

b. 600

465

2. Solve vertically, and draw a place value chart and chips. Rename in one step.
a. 507

359

b. 708

529

3. Choose a strategy to solve, and explain why you chose that strategy.
a. 600

437

Explanation:

Lesson 18:

Apply and explain alternate methods for subtracting from multiples of
100 and from numbers with zero in the tens place.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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Lesson 18 Problem Set 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

b. 808

4.

597

Explanation:

ro e the st ent’s strate
sol in oth ro lems to chec that their solutions
are the same.
lain to o r artner h this a or s

5. Use the simplifying strategy from Problem 4 to solve the following two problems.
a. 600

547

b. 700

Lesson 18:

Apply and explain alternate methods for subtracting from multiples of
100 and from numbers with zero in the tens place.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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Lesson 5 Problem Set 2

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

1. Circle groups of four. Then, draw the triangles into 2 equal rows.

2. Circle groups of two. Redraw the groups of two as rows and then as columns.

3. Circle groups of three. Redraw the groups of three as rows and then as columns.

Lesson 5:

Compose arrays from rows and columns, and count to find the total
using objects.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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Lesson 5 Problem Set 2

A STORY OF UNITS

4. Count the objects in the arrays from left to right by rows and by columns. As you
count, circle the rows and then the columns.
a.

b.

5. Redraw the circles and stars in Problem 4 as columns of two.

6. Draw an array with 15 triangles.

7. Show a different array with 15 triangles.

Lesson 5:

Compose arrays from rows and columns, and count to find the total
using objects.

©2015 Great Minds. eureka-math.org
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Lesson 6 Problem Set 2

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

1. Complete each missing part describing each array.
Circle rows.

Circle columns.

a.

b.

5 rows of _____ = _____

3 columns of _____ = _____

___ + ___ + ___ + ___ + ___ = ____

____ + ____ + ____ = ____

Circle rows.

Circle columns.

c.

d.

4 rows of _____ = _____

5 columns of _____ = _____

___ + ___ + ___ + ___ = ___

___ + ___ + ___ + ___ + ___ = ___

Lesson 6:

Decompose arrays into rows and columns, and relate to repeated
addition.
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Lesson 6 Problem Set 2

A STORY OF UNITS

2. Use the array of triangles to answer the questions below.
a. ____ rows of ____ = 12
b. ____ columns of ____ = 12
c. _____ + _____ + _____ = _____
d. Add 1 more row. How many triangles are there now? _____
e. Add 1 more column to the new array you made in 2(d). How many triangles are
there now? _____

3. Use the array of squares to answer the questions below.
a. _____ + _____ + _____ + _____ + _____ = _____
b. ____ rows of ____ = ____
c. ____ columns of ____ = ____
d. Remove 1 row. How many squares are there now? _____
e. Remove 1 column from the new array you made in 3(d). How many squares are
there now? _____

Lesson 6:

Decompose arrays into rows and columns, and relate to repeated
addition.
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW
During the next week, our math class will use square tiles and math drawings to compose and decompose
rectangular arrays that show equal rows and equal columns. Students will use repeated addition to find the total
number of squares. Students will also discover that rectangular arrays can be constructed in different ways. For
example, 12 tiles can be arranged to show one column of 12, two rows of 6, three rows of 4, and so on.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪

Draw an array that has a given number of rows and columns.

▪

Add or remove rows or columns from arrays and write a repeated addition equation for the new array.

▪

Construct an array, break it into two parts, and write a number bond and repeated addition equation to
match. (See Sample Problem.)

▪

Shade an array to show a given number of rows and columns.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 13)

Cut out and use your square tiles to complete the steps for the problem.
Step 1: Construct a rectangle with 5 columns of 3.

Step 2: Separate 3 columns of 3.

Step 3: Write a number bond to show the whole and
two parts. Write a repeated addition sentence to match
each part of the number bond.

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

EUREKA
MATH™ CONSEJOS PARA PADRES

GRADO 2 | MÓDULO 6 | TEMA C | LECCIONES 10–16

RESUMEN DE CONCEPTOS CLAVE
A lo largo de la siguiente semana, en nuestra clase de matemáticas usaremos azulejos cuadrados y dibujos
matemáticos para componer y descomponer conjuntos rectangulares que muestren filas iguales y columnas
iguales. Los estudiantes usarán la suma repetida para encontrar el número total de cuadrados. Además, los
estudiantes descubrirán que los conjuntos rectangulares se pueden construir de diferentes maneras. Por ejemplo,
12 azulejos se pueden acomodar para mostrar una columna de 12, dos filas de 6, tres filas de 4 y así sucesivamente.
Espere ver tareas que le pidan a su hijo/a que haga lo siguiente:
▪

Dibujar un conjunto que tenga un número dado de filas y columnas.

▪

Poner o quitar filas o columnas de los conjuntos y escribir la ecuación de suma repetida para el nuevo conjunto.

▪

Crear un conjunto, separarlo en dos partes y escribir el vínculo numérico y la ecuación de suma repetida
relacionados. (Vea la Muestra de un problema).

▪

Sombrear un conjunto para mostrar un número dado de filas y columnas.

MUESTRA DE UN PROBLEMA

(Tomado de la Lección 13)

Recorta y usa tus azulejos para realizar los pasos del problema.
Paso 1: Crea un rectángulo con 5 columnas de 3.

Paso 2: Separa 3 columnas de 3.

Paso 3: Escribe un vínculo numérico para mostrar
el entero y dos partes. Escribe el enunciado de suma
repetida para relacionar cada parte del vínculo
numérico.

Puede encontrar ejemplos adicionales de problemas con pasos de respuesta detallados en los libros de Eureka Math Homework Helpers. Obtenga más
información en GreatMinds.org.

Para obtener más recursos, visite » es.eureka.support
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CÓMO PUEDE AYUDAR EN CASA
▪

Sugiérale a su hijo/a que use notas adhesivas para crear diferentes conjuntos. Pídale que le diga la ecuación
de suma repetida para las filas y para las columnas de cada conjunto. Por ejemplo, si el conjunto tiene dos
filas de 3 y tres columnas de !2, su hijo/a debe decir, “3 + 3 = 6” y “2 + 2 + 2 = 6”. (Vea la imagen de abajo).

▪

Una vez que su hijo/a haya creado un conjunto y dicho las ecuaciones de suma relacionadas, pídale que quite
una fila o una columna y que le diga las ecuaciones que correspondan al nuevo conjunto.

▪

Juegue con su hijo/a a actividades que involucren conjuntos, como el Juego de memoria, Conecta 4 o el Tres
en línea.

VOCABULARIO
Componer/Descomponer: formar (componer) o separar (descomponer) un número, una figura o un conjunto.

Para obtener más recursos, visite
» es.eureka.support
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
▪

Invite your child to use sticky notes to create various arrays. Ask her to say the repeated addition equation
for the rows and for the columns in each array. For example, if the array has two rows of 3 and three columns
of !2, your child should say, “3 + 3 = 6” and “2 + 2 + 2 = 6.” (See image below.)

▪

After your child creates an array and says the addition equations to match it, ask him to remove a row or
column and then say the equations that match the new array.

▪

Play games with your child that involve arrays, such as Memory, Connect 4, or Tic-Tac-Toe.

TERMS
Compose/Decompose: To make (compose) or break apart (decompose) a number, a figure, or an array.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support

© 2016, GREAT MINDS®

Lesson 12 Problem Set 2 6

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

1. Draw without using a square tile to make an array with 2 rows of 5.

2 rows of 5 = ______
____ + ____ = ____
2. Draw without using a square tile to make an array with 4 columns of 3.

4 columns of 3 = ______
____ + ____ + ____ + ____ = _____

Lesson 12:

Use math drawings to compose a rectangle with square tiles.
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Lesson 12 Problem Set 2 6

A STORY OF UNITS

3. Complete the following arrays without gaps or overlaps. The first tile has been
drawn for you.
a. 3 rows of 4

b. 5 columns of 3

c. 5 columns of 4

Lesson 12:

Use math drawings to compose a rectangle with square tiles.
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Lesson 13 Problem Set

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

Use your square tiles to complete the steps for each problem.
Problem 1
Step 1: Construct a rectangle with 4 columns of 3.
Step 2: Separate 2 columns of 3.
Step 3: Write a number bond to show the whole and two parts. Then, write a
repeated addition sentence to match each part of the number bond.

Problem 2
Step 1: Construct a rectangle with 5 rows of 2.
Step 2: Separate 2 rows of 2.
Step 3: Write a number bond to show the whole and two parts. Write a repeated
addition sentence to match each part of the number bond.

Problem 3
Step 1: Construct a rectangle with 5 columns of 3.
Step 2: Separate 3 columns of 3.
Step 3: Write a number bond to show the whole and two parts. Write a repeated
addition sentence to match each part of the number bond.

Lesson 13:

Use square tiles to decompose a rectangle.
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Lesson 13 Problem Set

A STORY OF UNITS

4. Use 12 square tiles to construct a rectangle with 3 rows.
a. _____ rows of _____ = 12
b. Remove 1 row. How many squares are there now? _____
c. Remove 1 column from the new rectangle you made in 4(b). How many squares
are there now? _____

5. Use 20 square tiles to construct a rectangle.
a. _____ rows of _____ = _____
b. Remove 1 row. How many squares are there now? _____
c. Remove 1 column from the new rectangle you made in 5(b). How many squares
are there now? _____

6. Use 16 square tiles to construct a rectangle.
a. _____ rows of _____ = _____
b. Remove 1 row. How many squares are there now? _____
c. Remove 1 column from the new rectangle you made in 6(b). How many squares
are there now? _____

Lesson 13:

Use square tiles to decompose a rectangle.
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Lesson 9 Problem Set 2 7

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

Write another way to make the same total value.
1. 26 cents

Another way to make 26 cents:

2 dimes 1 nickel 1 penny is 26 cents.
2. 35 cents

Another way to make 35 cents:

3 dimes and 1 nickel make 35 cents.
3. 55 cents

Another way to make 55 cents:

2 quarters and 1 nickel make 55 cents.
4. 75 cents

Another way to make 75 cents:

The total value of 3 quarters is 75 cents.

Lesson 9:

Solve word problems involving different combinations of coins with the
same total value.
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Lesson 9 Problem Set 2 7

A STORY OF UNITS

5. Gretchen has 45 cents to buy a yo-yo. Write two coin combinations she could have
paid with that would equal 45 cents.

6. The cashier gave Joshua 1 quarter, 3 dimes, and 1 nickel. Write two other coin
combinations that would equal the same amount of change.

7. Alex has 4 quarters. Nicole and Caleb have the same amount of money. Write two
other coin combinations that Nicole and Caleb could have.

Lesson 9:

Solve word problems involving different combinations of coins with the
same total value.
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Lesson 10 Problem Set 2 7

A STORY OF UNITS

Name

Date

1. Kayla showed 30 cents two ways. Circle the way that uses the fewest coins.
a.

b.

What two coins from (a) were changed for one coin in (b)?
_______________________________________________________________
2. Show 20¢ two ways. Use the fewest possible coins on the right below.
Fewest coins:

3. Show 35¢ two ways. Use the fewest possible coins on the right below.
Fewest coins:

Lesson 10:

Use the fewest number of coins to make a given value.
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Lesson 10 Problem Set 2 7

A STORY OF UNITS

4. Show 46¢ two ways. Use the fewest possible coins on the right below.
Fewest coins:

5. Show 73¢ two ways. Use the fewest possible coins on the right below.
Fewest coins:

6. Show 85¢ two ways. Use the fewest possible coins on the right below.
Fewest coins:

7. Kayla gave three ways to make 56¢. Circle the correct ways to make 56¢, and star
the way that uses the fewest coins.
a. 2 quarters and 6 pennies
b. 5 dimes, 1 nickel, and 1 penny
c. 4 dimes, 2 nickels, and 1 penny
8. Write a way to make 56¢ that uses the fewest possible coins.

Lesson 10:

Use the fewest number of coins to make a given value.
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Lesson 15 Sprint 1 1

A STORY OF UNITS

Number Correct:

A

Name

Date

*Count on to add. Write the number.
1.

1 + 1

16.

4 + 3

2.

2 + 1

17.

5 + 3

3.

3 + 1

18.

7 + 3

4.

3 + 2

19.

7 + 2

5.

1 + 2

20.

8 + 2

6.

2 + 2

21.

6 + 2

7.

2 + 3

22.

6 + 1

8.

2 + 1

23.

6 + 1

9.

2 + 2

24.

6 + 2

10.

3 + 2

25.

7 + 2

11.

5 + 2

26.

8 + 2

12.

8 + 2

27.

2 + 8

13.

8 + 1

28.

2 + 6

14.

7 + 1

29.

3 + 6

15.

9 + 1

30.

4 + 5

Lesson 15:

Count on up to 3 more using numeral and 5-group cards and fingers
to track the change.
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Lesson 19 Sprint 1•1

A STORY OF UNITS

Number Correct:

A

Name

Date

*Count on to add.
1.

1+1

16.

4+3

2.

2+1

17.

3+3

3.

3+1

18.

4+3

4.

3+2

19.

3+4

5.

2+2

20.

2+4

6.

3+2

21.

4+2

7.

2+2

22.

5+2

8.

3+0

23.

2+5

9.

3+1

24.

2+6

10.

3+2

25.

6+3

11.

5+2

26.

3+6

12.

5+3

27.

2+7

13.

5+2

28.

3+7

14.

5+3

29.

2+8

15.

6+3

30.

3+6

Lesson 19:

Represent the same story scenario with addends repositioned (the
commutative property).
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Lesson 12 Answer Key 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

Problem Set
1.

Explanations will vary.

2.

a. 719; strategies and explanations will vary.
b. 667; strategies and explanations will vary.
c. 842; strategies and explanations will vary.

Exit Ticket
1.

765; strategies and explanations will vary.

2.

824; strategies and explanations will vary.

Homework
1.

a. 725; strategies will vary.

2.

a. 757; strategies and explanations will vary.

b. 725; strategies will vary.

b. 943; strategies and explanations will vary.

c. Explanations will vary.

c. 761; strategies and explanations will vary.

Module 5:

Addition and Subtraction Within 1,000 with Word Problems to 100
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Lesson 13 Answer Key 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

Lesson 13
Problem Set
1.

a. 2; 20; 120; 121

2.

b. 3; 30; 730; 732

a. Answer provided
b. 119; 119 + 19 = 138
c. 410; 410 + 35 = 445
d. 392; 392 + 53 = 445
e. 693; 693 + 170 = 863
f.

693; 693 + 152 = 845

g. 244; 244 + 228 = 472
h. 144; 144 + 274 = 418
i.

383; 383 + 184 = 567

j.

419; 419 + 148 = 567

Exit Ticket
1.

261; 261 + 117 = 378

3.

420; 420 + 433 = 853

2.

259; 259 + 119 = 378

4.

305; 305 + 548 = 853

2.

a. Answer provided

Homework
1.

a. 4, 40, 140, 141
b. 3, 30, 330, 331

b. 115; 115 + 38 = 153
c. 313; 313 + 49 = 362
d. 308; 308 + 177 = 485
e. 463; 463 + 290 = 753
f.

277; 277 + 290 = 567

g. 445; 445 + 428 = 873
h. 252; 252 + 565 = 817

3.

Module 5:

i.

292; 292 + 681 = 973

j.

509; 509 + 239 = 748

534, 319

Addition and Subtraction Within 1,000 with Word Problems to 100
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Lesson 17 Answer Key 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

Problem Set
1.

a. Chips drawn on place value chart; 87

2.

600 – 367 = 233; 233 + 367 = 600

2.

800 – 567 = 233; 233 + 567 = 800

b. Chips drawn on place value chart; 153
c. Chips drawn on place value chart; 272
d. Chips drawn on place value chart; 194
e. Chips drawn on place value chart; 497

Exit Ticket
1.

Chips drawn on place value chart; 168

2.

Chips drawn on place value chart; 49

Homework
1.

a. Chips drawn on place value chart; 77
b. Chips drawn on place value chart; 181
c. Chips drawn on place value chart; 158
d. Chips drawn on place value chart; 391
e. Chips drawn on place value chart; 299

Module 5:

Addition and Subtraction Within 1,000 with Word Problems to 100
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Lesson 18 Answer Key 2 5

A STORY OF UNITS

Lesson 18
Problem Set
1.
2.

3.

a. Arrow way shown; 53

4.

257; 257

b. Arrow way shown; 135

5.

a. 53

a. Chips drawn in place value chart and
vertical form shown; 148
b. Chips drawn in place value chart and
vertical form shown; 179
a. 163; strategies and explanations will vary.

b. 187

b. 211; strategies and explanations will vary.

Exit Ticket
1.

135; strategies and explanations will vary.

2.

309; strategies and explanations will vary.

Homework
1.
2.

3.

a. Arrow way shown; 238

4.

Explanations will vary.

b. Arrow way shown; 668

5.

Simplifying strategy used; 222

a. Chips drawn in place value chart and
vertical form shown; 440
b. Chips drawn in place value chart and
vertical form shown; 136
a. 310; strategies and explanations will vary.
b. 262; strategies and explanations will vary.

Module 5:

Addition and Subtraction Within 1,000 with Word Problems to 100
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Lesson 5 Answer Key 2 6

A STORY OF UNITS

Lesson 5
Problem Set
1.

2 sets of 4 triangles circled; 2 rows of 4 triangles drawn

2.

3 sets of 2 smiley faces circled; sets of 2 smiley faces on each row and column drawn

3.

4 sets of 3 hearts circled; sets of 3 hearts on each row and column drawn

4.

a. 5 rows and 2 columns circled
b. 3 rows and 2 columns circled

5.

2 rows of 5 columns of circles drawn; 2 rows of 3 columns of stars drawn

6.

Answers will vary.

7.

Answers will vary.

Exit Ticket
1.

3 sets of 3 circles circled; 3 rows of 3 circles and 3 columns of 3 circles drawn

2.

6 more triangles drawn to complete the array

Homework
1.

2 groups of 5 clouds circled; 2 rows of 5 clouds drawn

2.

3 groups of 4 diamonds circled; 3 rows and 3 columns of 4 diamonds each drawn

3.

4 groups of 4 circles circled; 4 rows and columns of 4 circles each drawn

4.

a. 5 rows and 3 columns circled
b. 4 rows and 3 columns circled

5.

5 columns of 3 rows of smiley faces drawn; 4 columns of 3 rows of triangles drawn

6.

Answers will vary.

7.

Answers will vary.

Module 6:

Foundations of Multiplication and Division
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Lesson 6 Answer Key 2 6

A STORY OF UNITS

Lesson 6
Problem Set
1.

2.

a. 5 rows of 3 circled; 3, 15; 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 15

3.

a. 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 25

b. 3 columns of 5 circled; 5, 15; 5, 5, 5, 15

b. 5, 5, 25

c. 4 rows of 5 circled; 5, 20; 5, 5, 5, 5, 20

c. 5, 5, 25

d. 5 columns of 4 circled; 4, 20; 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 20

d. 1 row of 5 crossed off; 20

a. 3, 4

e. 1 column of 4 crossed off; 16

b. 4, 3
c. 4, 4, 4, 12
d. 1 more row of 4 drawn; 16
e. 1 more column of 4 drawn; 20

Exit Ticket
a. 3, 4, 12

d. 1 more row of 4 stars added; 16

b. 4, 3, 12

e. 1 more column of 4 stars added; 20

c. 3, 3, 3, 3, 12

Homework
1.

2.

a. 3 rows of 4 circled; 4, 12; 4, 4, 4, 12

3.

a. 3, 3, 3, 3, 12

b. 4 columns of 3 circled; 3, 12; 3, 3, 3, 3, 12

b. 4, 3, 12

c. 5 rows of 3 circled; 3, 15; 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 15

c. 3, 4, 12

d. 3 columns of 5 circled; 5, 15; 5, 5, 5, 15

d. 1 row of 3 crossed out; 9

a. 3, 5, 15

e. 1 column of 3 crossed out; 6

b. 5, 3, 15
c. 5, 5, 5, 15
d. 1 more row of 5 smiley faces added; 20
e. 1 more column of 4 smiley faces added; 24

Module 6:

Foundations of Multiplication and Division
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Lesson 12 Answer Key 2 6

A STORY OF UNITS

Set E
1.

20

11. 8

21. 6

31. 6

2.

18

12. 13

22. 3

32. 3

3.

17

13. 18

23. 9

33. 8

4.

19

14. 13

24. 19

34. 9

5.

14

15. 12

25. 17

35. 5

6.

16

16. 13

26. 20

36. 13

7.

7

17. 13

27. 12

37. 11

8.

8

18. 5

28. 17

38. 15

9.

9

19. 7

29. 12

39. 13

10. 8

20. 6

30. 7

40. 12

Problem Set
1.

Array appropriately drawn; 10; 5, 5, 10

2.

Array appropriately drawn; 12; 3, 3, 3, 3, 12

a. Array appropriately completed
b. Array appropriately completed
c. Array appropriately completed

Exit Ticket
Array appropriately drawn

Homework
1.

Array appropriately drawn; 8; 4, 4, 8

2.

Array appropriately drawn; 15; 5, 5, 5, 15

Module 6:

a. Array appropriately completed
b. Array appropriately completed
c. Array appropriately completed

Foundations of Multiplication and Division
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Lesson 13 Answer Key 2 6

A STORY OF UNITS

Lesson 13
Problem Set
1.

Number bond shown; 3 + 3 = 6, 3 + 3 = 6

2.

Number bond shown; 2 + 2 = 4, 2 + 2 + 2 = 6

3.

Number bond shown; 3 + 3 + 3 = 9, 3 + 3 = 6

4.

a. 3, 4
b. 8
c. 6

5.

a. Answers will vary.
b. Answers will vary.
c. Answers will vary.

6.

a.
b.
c.

Answers will vary.
Answers will vary.
Answers will vary.

Exit Ticket
Number bond shown; 4 + 4 = 8, 4

Homework
1.

Number bond shown; 2 + 2 = 4, 2 + 2 + 2 = 6

2.

Number bond shown; 3 + 3 = 6, 3 + 3 = 6

3.

a.
b.
c.

3, 3, 9
6
4

Module 6:

4.

a. Answers will vary.
b. Answers will vary.
c. Answers will vary.

Foundations of Multiplication and Division
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Lesson 9 Answer Key 2 7

A STORY OF UNITS

Lesson 9
Problem Set
1.

Answers will vary.

2.

Answers will vary.

3.

Answers will vary.

4.

Answers will vary.

5.

Answers will vary.

6.

Answers will vary, showing combinations that make 60¢.

7.

Answers will vary, showing combinations that make $1.

Exit Ticket
Answers will vary.

Homework
1.

Answers will vary.

2.

Answers will vary.

3.

Answers will vary.

4.

Answers will vary.

5.

Answers will vary.

6.

Answers will vary, showing combinations that make 69¢.

7.

Answers will vary, showing combinations that make $1.

Module 7:

Problem Solving with Length, Money, and Data
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Lesson 10 Answer Key 2 7

A STORY OF UNITS

Lesson 10
Problem Set
1.

(b) circled; 2 nickels for 1 dime

2.

Answers will vary; 2 dimes

3.

Answers will vary; 1 quarter and 1 dime

4.

Answers will vary; 1 quarter, 2 dimes, and 1 penny

5.

Answers will vary; 2 quarters, 2 dimes, and 3 pennies

6.

Answers will vary; 3 quarters and 1 dime

7.

(a) and (b) circled; (b) starred

8.

2 quarters, 1 nickel, and 1 penny

Exit Ticket
1.

Answers will vary; 1 quarter, 1 dime, and 1 penny

2.

Answers will vary; 2 quarters, 2 dimes, and 4 pennies

Homework
1.

(b) circled; 2 dimes and a nickel for a quarter

2.

Answers will vary; 1 quarter, 1 dime, and 1 nickel

3.

Answers will vary; 2 quarters and 1 nickel

4.

Answers will vary; 2 quarters, 1 dime, 1 nickel, and 1 penny

5.

Answers will vary; 3 quarters and 1 nickel

6.

Answers will vary; 4 quarters

7.

9 dimes, 1 penny is circled; explanations will vary.

Module 7:

Problem Solving with Length, Money, and Data
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Ongoing Comprehension Strategy Assessment • 28
Name

Date

Directions: Read the passage. Then use the information from the passage
to answer questions 1–2.

Beetles
Think of all the kinds of animals, plants, and bugs
in the world. If you could add them all together,
you would have a huge number. Now think about
this. One in every five is a beetle! There are more
kinds of beetles than any other kind of bug or animal! You can see
beetles everywhere.
All beetles begin as eggs. Then they grow into small worms.
Before long, they change into beetles. Every beetle has six legs. It
has a mouth that chews. Most beetles have wings. Most of them
eat plants. Some beetles are helpful to us, but some are not.
Have you seen those little red bugs with black spots? Those are
ladybird beetles. Most people call them ladybugs. People like to
have ladybugs in their gardens. They eat other insects.
Japanese beetles are different. They are shiny green and
brown. People do not like these beetles. They eat plant roots,
flowers, and fruits.
1. The passage says, “People do not like these
beetles. They eat plant roots, flowers, and fruits.”
Which sentence has the same meaning?
A People and beetles eat plant roots, flowers, and fruits they like.
B People do not like these beetles, plant roots, flowers, and fruits.
C People do not like these beetles because they eat flowers
and fruits.
2. Which sentences are the best summary of this passage?
A Many people have gardens. People like to have beetles in their
gardens.
B There are many kinds of beetles. Some are helpful, and some
are not.
C Most bugs are beetles. Most worms become beetles.
© 2015 Benchmark Education Company, LLC
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Summarizing “Amazing Storms”
Sentence Frames
“Amazing Storms” is mostly about _____.
The text is mostly about _____.
I know this because _____.

One detail is _____.
One detail the author gives is_____.
Another detail is _____.

What is the main idea? (What is the text mostly about?)
(Tell a family member or write a sentence using one of the sentence frames.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What details support the main idea?

(Tell a family member or write your sentences using the sentence frames.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

©2014 Benchmark Education Company, LLC

hurricanes last a whole week!

waves wash onto the land. Some

and powerful winds blow. Big

Like in a thunderstorm, rain falls

A hurricane starts over the ocean.

an hour.
a few minutes.

hurricanes. Some tornadoes last only

are shorter than thunderstorms and

tears across the land. Tornadoes

dirt and dust. The tall, dark cloud

lightning, and thunder.

Many thunderstorms last for about

that twist quickly and pick up

A tornado has rain and winds

cloud and brings rain or ice, wind,

A thunderstorm starts with a dark

Amazing Storms
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Unit 8

Summarizing “The Bus Ride
to Change”
Sentence Frames
“The Bus Ride to Change” is mostly about _____.
The text is mostly about _____.
I know this because _____.

One detail is _____.
One detail the author gives is_____.
Another detail is _____.

What is the main idea? (What is the text mostly about?)
(Tell a family member or write a sentence using one of the sentence frames.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What details support the main idea?

(Tell a family member or write your sentences using the sentence frames.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Unit 3
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The United States Supreme Court said
people could sit anywhere they wanted
to on the Montgomery buses. After the

changed life for many
Americans. After a

long day of work, Rosa

Montgomery Bus Boycott began.

they stopped riding the buses. The

what happened to Rosa Parks that

People were so angry about

arrested!

called the police and Rosa Parks was

was breaking a law. The bus driver

on the bus. At the time, Ms. Parks

©2014 Benchmark Education Company, LLC

change other rules that were not fair.

bus boycott, people worked hard to

agreed that the bus law was not fair.

got on a bus and

would not give up her seat

powerful judges in the United States

Finally in November 1956, the most

named Rosa Parks

In 1955, a woman

The Bus Ride to Change

Summarizing Informative Text
Instructions: Read an informative text. Then, use the questions and sentence frames to

summarize what you read. You can also use the “Summarize” graphic organizers to help you.

Text Title:____________________________
Sentence Frames
“[Text Title]” is mostly about _____.
The text is mostly about _____.
I know this because _____.

One detail is _____.
One detail the author gives is_____.
Another detail is _____.

What is the main idea? (What is the text mostly about?)
(Tell a family member or write a sentence using one of the sentence frames.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What details support the main idea?

(Tell a family member or write your sentences using the sentence frames.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Which season do you prefer - winter or spring?
Why? Support your opinion with evidence from the
text and your own ideas.
Sentence Frames:
I prefer ____ .

In my opinion, ______ is _______ because ______ .

I prefer ____ because _____ .

One reason ____ is because _____ .

In my opinion, ______ .

Another reason _____ is because ______ .

In my opinion, _____ is ______ .

One last reason _____ is because _______ .

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Unit 9

food now. It’s spring!

jackets, hats, and gloves.

128

more sunlight, we have more heat.

the days are longer. Because we have

Soon we have more sunlight and

places so they can find food.

warm. Some birds fly to warmer

underground or into caves to stay

©2014 Benchmark Education Company, LLC

return because they can find plenty of

freeze. To stay warm, people wear

In winter, some animals go

and ice to melt. We see the birds

The warmer weather causes snow

The cold air can cause ponds to

The air is usually coldest in winter.

Winter to Spring

Summarizing “Bringing Back
the Whooping Crane”
Sentence Frames
“Bringing Back the Whooping Crane” is mostly about ___.
The text is mostly about _____.
I know this because _____.

One detail is _____.
One detail the author gives is ____.
Another detail is _____.

What is the main idea? (What is the text mostly about?)
(Tell a family member or write a sentence using one of the sentence frames.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What details support the main idea?

(Tell a family member or write your sentences using the sentence frames.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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not have mothers!

But chicks hatched in captivity do

from their mothers how to migrate.

challenge. In the wild, chicks learn

second flock to migrate. This was a

The recovery team wanted the
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with the sounds of a mother bird.

sounds of an ultralight are played

aircraft! While the chicks hatch, the

migrate? You use an ultralight

How do you teach cranes to
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kept within bounds; birds in captivity are not free to
fly where they want

to travel from one part of the world to another and
back again every year
a group of animals, different from all other groups
a type of small aircraft that does not weigh a lot
the distance from the tip of one wing to the tip of
the other

migrate

species

ultralight

wingspan

©2014 Benchmark Education Company, LLC

an area where plants, birds, or animals are able
to live

habitat

endangered in danger of disappearing

captivity

Glossary
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Unit 1

Seeing

Seeing

Sight is one of your five senses. It helps you learn about the world around you.
You see things with your eyes. When you see something, light is bouncing off that thing and into your
eyes. Your eyes take in lots of information from that light. They take in information about color, shape, and
movement. Then they send that information to your brain. Your brain can tell you what you're looking at!
Eyes are very important. They help you spot danger so you can stay safe. They help you spot the things
around you so you can move through the world. And they help you spot your friend on the school bus, too!

ReadWorks.org · © 2017 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Seeing - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Which of your five senses is this text about?
A. hearing
B. sight
C. touch

2. This text explains how you see things with your eyes.
What happens after light bounces off something.
A. the light goes into your eyes
B. the light goes to your brain
C. the light disappears

3. Read this sentence about sight:
Your eyes take in information from light and send it to your
brain, which tells you what you are looking at.
What body part actually tells you what you are looking at?
A. Your eyes tell you what you are looking at.
B. Your brain tells you what you are looking at.
C. Your brain and eyes tell you what you are looking at.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Seeing - Comprehension Questions

4. What is "Seeing" mostly about?
A. what we can see
B. how sight helps you learn
C. how we see

5. What kind of information does your eye take in?
Our eyes take in information about __________.

6. What did you learn from "Seeing"?

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Seeing - Comprehension Questions

7. Class Discussion Question: Why are your eyes
important? Use information from the text to support your
answer.

8. Draw a picture of light going into your eye. Be sure to
draw a line to show the path the light is taking.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

A Helper at the School Library

A Helper at the School Library
by Linda Ruggieri

Have you visited your school library? A special helper works there. He or she is the school librarian.
Librarians make sure that the library is filled with information.
The librarian helps people learn. What are you interested in? The librarian can help you find out more
about that topic. The librarian can help you find books and magazines. The librarian can help you search
for information on a computer.
You can find librarians at public libraries, too. Talk to them. If you have questions, librarians will help you
find answers!

ReadWorks.org · © 2014 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

A Helper at the School Library - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Where do librarians work?
A. public libraries only
B. school libraries and public libraries
C. school libraries only

2. The text describes the job of a librarian. What do
librarians do?
A. Librarians teach people how to read and write.
B. Librarians keep the library clean and safe.
C. Librarians help people learn by helping them find
information.

3. Librarians can help you find information in books,
magazines, and on a computer. What does this tell us
about how librarians help people?
A. Librarians help people learn.
B. Librarians help people sing.
C. Librarians help people write.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

A Helper at the School Library - Comprehension Questions

4. What is the main idea of "A Helper at the School
Library"?
A. Librarians work at public libraries and school libraries.
B. Librarians are always very nice people.
C. Librarians can help you find what you are looking for at
a library.

5. What can librarians help you find that will teach you
more about a topic?
Librarians can help you find

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

A Helper at the School Library - Comprehension Questions

6. What did you learn from "A Helper at the School
Library"?

7. Class Discussion Question: Use information from the
text to explain how librarians help people.

8. Draw a picture of a librarian helping a student.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Informational Writing
FICTION

NONFICTION

NOT TRUE/FANTASY:

REAL/TRUE:

Fiction or Nonfiction?
Circle Fiction or Nonfiction

Fiction

Nonfiction

Fiction

Nonfiction

Fiction

Nonfiction

Fiction

Nonfiction

ZOO
Have you been to the zoo? Or watched a “virtual field trip” of the zoo? What did
you learn? It is your turn to write nonfiction!! You are going to write Animal
Reports! You can use the information provided in the packet, or from other
sources like the zoo, books, or the internet. Try to write at least 1 report.
¿Has estado en el zoológico? ¿O viste una "excursión virtual" del zoológico? ¿Qué aprendiste?
¡Es tu turno de escribir no ficción! ¡Vas a escribir informes de animales! Puede usar la
información provista en el paquete o de otras fuentes como el zoológico, los libros o Internet.
Intenta escribir al menos 1 informe.

/

1
2
3

Informational Animal Reports
DUCKS
Main Idea
duck

Key Details
lives

1

MAIN IDEA: A duck is an animal.

KEY DETAIL: A duck lives ___________.

KEY DETAIL: A duck has ___________.

KEY DETAIL: A duck can ___________.

Extra details:

has

2

can

3

Tigers
Tigers 1live in different forests and
grasslands across Asia!

¡Los tigres viven en diferentes bosques y praderas de
Asia!

Tigers 2have orange, black and white stripes.
Their stripes help them blend into the forest.

Los tigres tienen rayas naranjas, blancas y negras. Sus
rayas les ayudan a integrarse en el bosque.

Tigers 3can catch their prey using their large, powerful
paws and sharp teeth. They like to eat pigs, deer, rhinos,
and even crocodiles!

Los tigres 3 pueden atrapar a sus presas con sus grandes y poderosos
patas y dientes afilados. Les gusta comer cerdos, ciervos, rinocerontes,
e incluso cocodrilos!

/

Informational Animal Reports
Tiger
Main Idea
tiger

Key Details
lives

1

has

2

MAIN IDEA: A ______ is an animal.

KEY DETAIL: A _____ lives ___________.

KEY DETAIL: A _____ has ___________.

KEY DETAIL: A ____ can ___________.

Extra details:

can

3

Optional: Free Choice Writing

Optional: Free Choice Writing

Optional: Free Choice Writing

Create A New PE Game
Name of the game:___________________________________________________________________
What does the field/court look like:

Number of players:____________________

Number of teams:________________________

What is the objective of the game (how do you win?):______________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Equipment needed:__________________________________________________________________________
How is the game played? Are there points? Penalties? Out of bounds?
Different Positions? Rounds? What are the rules?___________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

When you are done take a picture and email it to your PE teacher

Deck of Cards Workout
1. Flip the card over
2. Perform the corresponding exercise listed below based on the card.
3. Work your way through the cards until you’ve completed the whole deck.

Ace = Pick your favorite exercise
King = Jumping for 30 seconds
Queen = Plank for 15 seconds
Jack = 20 jumping jacks
10 = 10 mountain climbers
9 = crab walk forward and then backward 9 times
8 = Hop on right foot 8 times
7 = Hop on left foot 7 times
6 = Hold a 2 hand/1 foot balance for 6 seconds
5 = 5 sit-ups
4 = 4 push ups
3 = arm circles for 30 seconds - 15 seconds forward, 15 seconds
backwards
2 = Jog in place for 20 seconds
*IF you know how to play the card game WAR, turn this game into “Fitness War”

HAVE FUN!

Active At-Home Scavenger Hunt
Scavenger hunts are fun activities that can support curiosity, learning,
and physical activity. Whether indoors or outside, there are plenty of
things around us to explore.
For fun, simple activities that can get families with younger (page 1)
and older children (page 2) moving while at home, hunt for the
following items and add your own ideas to the list.

For families with younger children, try the:

Rainbow Roundup

(incorporates colors and letters)

When a RED item is found, RUN in place as fast as you can for 10 seconds
When an ORANGE item is found, have an adult OPEN a window or door for a
breath of fresh air
When a YELLOW item is found, hold one YOGA pose of your choice for 10 seconds
When a GREEN item is found, GORILLA shuffle (sink into a low squat with hands
on the floor and walk around the room like a gorilla) for 30 seconds
When a BLUE item is found, BRING one member of your family a cup of water
When a PURPLE item is found, PLAY a pretend sport with your family by acting out
throwing, catching, swinging, kicking, and playing defense

Other items to hunt for

Other movements

Something with wheels

Jump

Something very soft

Hop

Something round

Skip

Something shiny

Dance

Something you can read

Shuffle

Something that smells good

Crab crawl (crawl with hands on
the floor behind you and hips
lifted off the ground)

Get more Healthy at Home Resources at KohlsHealthyAtHome.org | #KOHLSHEALTHYATHOME

Active At-Home Scavenger Hunt
For families with older children, try the:

Spell-enger Hunt

(incorporates spelling/vocabulary)

As a family, choose a word or phrase you want to spell out
Players move around the house to find items that begin with each letter in the word or
phrase, in the correct order
Example: Word is H-E-A-L-T-H-Y
Players have to first find an item that starts with ‘H’ (e.g., hat),
followed by ‘E’ (e.g., envelope), ‘A’ (e.g., apple), etc. until items have been found
to spell the whole word
Players should bring each item to a common area to prove they found the correct
lettered item before going to find the next item
Players should walk quickly, run, skip, hop or jump between each item
Players can do additional movements once they find each item before going to the next,
such as jumping jacks, heel kicks, jump shots, or other movements found here

Variations
Challenge family members to a “race” and see who can complete the scavenger hunt
the fastest; make it a competition between individuals or teams
Choose a word or phrase that is relevant to you
To make it more challenging, choose a long word with less common letters (e.g., V, Z)

Get more Healthy at Home Resources at KohlsHealthyAtHome.org | #KOHLSHEALTHYATHOME
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SPIN - MY - EXERCISE

WHOLE GRAINS
(Recommended 3-5 servings a day)
They have three parts: the bran (the nutritious outer layer), the germ (the seed’s
nutrient-rich embryo) and the endosperm (the germ’s food supply, which is high in
starchy carbs).
Whole grains are simply grains that have all three parts intact. They’re typically high in
iron, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, selenium, B vitamins and dietary fiber (1).
Interestingly, choosing whole grains over refined grains has been linked to lower risks of
heart disease, type 2 diabetes, cancer and more.
Whole Grains equal:
●
●
●

Better nutrition: Vitamins, minerals, and nutrients
More fiber
Helps prevent disease

Grains that are not whole have many of the important health components removed,
which makes them less healthy. See if you can make WHOLE GRAINS a bigger part of
your diet!!!

Whole Grains (3-5 servings a day) Word Search:Grades 3-6
B P F Y D B P M W T W B Q S W V B P T Q
Z G L E V H S X H I A Q U H S K T A T G
C T Q L E Z N N O E E E O C P P E J S Z
Q B X R J M C A L T F L H I K H F U N D
P R I A B N U Y E Z E S R W W W P F Q K
S O B B M H K I G G W U Y E R O H S S E
T W F E A W S W R J Z G L A P A Y E P Y
L N S L U L H A A A C O E C K D G N A X
E R O O Y T I O I U H Q O M C F S L P T
P I A H Z N D K N W H R Y W N M L M U K
S C W W B I D X P F N A O N I U Q B W B
I E N R L N V G A I K F G L R T Q K S E
H B E I R X R M S P V X Z W Y X H G B Z
T A B O E Y P M T H S I I P G G C Z F H
D E C E Y R N I A R G E L O H W N Q Z B
C C L A A K I N L V C B F L T Y L L W H
M G Q L S J P C D Z C W H O L E O A T S
U Y F U I D S H N C F X Q H D Y G J G R
Z O T D B M F M I T O L S Z W Q X G U A
Q S V U W Q I V L A J Q O K F D W E Y C

BROWN RICE

BUCKWHEAT

BULGAR WHEAT

CORN

MILLET

POPCORN

QUINOA

SPELT

WHOLE BARLEY

WHOLE GRAIN BREAD

WHOLE GRAIN PASTA

WHOLE GRAIN RYE

WHOLEOATS

WHOLEWHEAT

WHOLE GRAINS WORD SEARCH: GRADES K-2
(3-5 SERVINGS A DAY)

Q K A C F Z O M B W
F U Z O Z L I V A H
Y K I R H B V D K O
A C Y N G W W D G L
G U J X O U W E P E
J J G W O A G J O O
E C I R N W O R B A
W H O L E W H E A T
P O P C O R N R O S
X T Q F R M L A T X

BROWNRICE

CORN

POPCORN

QUINOA

WHOLEOATS

WHOLEWHEAT

